Smart Contract Lottery

How it Works
• The lottery demo is a demo of a smart contract implementation which uses a programmed smart
contract to record your lottery number and ticket purchase
• You must have an account on our Demo Framework and own Kypto Tokens (KRYP) to play to game
• It then polls all bets at 12.00AM GMT +8 every day and determines a winner (if exists based on
numbers selected by players)
• If no winners exists, the pot will remain to be won the next day
• If a winner exists, the pot will be automatically transferred to their KRYP wallet (minus 10% transaction
fees) and the game resets itself
• If more than one winner exists, the pot will be automatically divided equally and transferred to each
winner's KRYP wallet

Register for Our
DEMO Framework Account
Step 1: Register for an account:
1. Go to www.kryptosys.com
2. Click on Demo Framework -> Sign Up
3. Key in your details -> Click on Sign In
4. Check your registered email for your login information

Register for Our
DEMO Framework Account
Step 2: Login and get some KRYP
1. Login to the system (you may have to key a new password if
its your first time logging in)
2. Click on “Krypto Wallet Demo”
3. Click on “Create New Wallet”
4. Once you have a new wallet address -> click on “Request 1
KRYP”

Play the Lottery
Step 3: Playing the Lottery
1. On a new window, go to lottery.kryptosys.com
2. Click on Jackpot 4/45
3. Click on Play Now and select your lottery number
4. Purchase the lottery ticket by transferring 1 KRYP ONLY from
your Krypto Wallet to the newly generated smart contract
account:
a) Go back to your demo account
b) Click on the 'SEND KRYP' button
c) Copy and paste the Lottery's Contract Address into the 'SEND
TO' field, enter amount of 1 KRYP ONLY (this is your ticket
price) and click on the SEND button

Next draw is at 12AM tonight!
Good Luck!
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